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There’s no way out!!!!!!!



QR codes in everyday life…







Talk to the person next to you and 
discuss the following questions:

What are QR codes?

How can we scan them?

How can we create a QR code?

What type of info/files can QR 
codes link to?



QR code scanners

https://uqr.me/blog/best-qr-code-readers/ accessed on 16th Feb 
2019 at 09:41

https://uqr.me/blog/best-qr-code-readers/


QR codes can direct students 
to:

Audio files
Videos

Plain text
Google forms

Locations
Pictures

Online surveys



HOW CAN WE USE QR CODES IN THE 
CLASSROOM?

https://www.menti.com/60f66221  

https://www.menti.com/60f66221


https://www.mentimeter.com/s/f4f3190fe962c
c574d0cf3821519400c/9aabb554d3c6 

https://www.mentimeter.com/s/f4f3190fe962cc574d0cf3821519400c/9aabb554d3c6
https://www.mentimeter.com/s/f4f3190fe962cc574d0cf3821519400c/9aabb554d3c6


Why should we use QR codes in 
class…?

o To promote learner autonomy

o To attract our students

o To provide variety of input and accommodate 
diverse learning styles (Reid, 2016)                  
e.g. Kinesthetic experience

o They help us save paper!

o More convenient than long URLs 

o To give students more control over their 
learning

o They facilitate authentic media interaction



Food for thought
➢ Need for smartphones/internet 

connection

➢ Limit to the amount of text QR 
codes can contain

➢ Technology should SUPPORT the 
pedagogical goals of the class 
and curriculum (Brown, 2007, p 
200)



How can we use QR codes in the 
ESL classroom?
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Vocabulary riddles

Differentiate 
instructions

Google forms
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Webquests



Guess the celebrity…

Her 
outfits

Her pets

http://slidehunter.com/


a) Kate Middleton   

b) Jennifer Aniston

c) Queen Elizabeth II



QR code dice



How to create QR code dice

Download an editable dice template like this one

Copy and paste the QR codes onto the six sides of 
the dice. Make them as colourful as you like! 



What could we use QR code dice for?
Discussion prompts

Writing prompts

Storytelling

Vocabulary revision



Exam classes – Listening 



A few more examples….









Praise your students





Tic-Tac-Toe QR code game



PLAY 
AGAIN

X X X

X X X

X X X

O O O

O O O

O O O
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up 
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Put up 
with

tekhnolo
gic





TOP TIPS

✓ Keep it short to maintain focus on language
✓ Give each group a handout with problem 

solving tips or trouble shooting mini guide 
(what to do if they want to exit a video or if 
the QR code app crashes/shuts down/a list of 
QR code reader app)

✓ Keep a record of where you place each code!
✓ Ensure fair access to technology → make sure 

one student per group has a mobile device



✓ Provide a mix of questions – some of which 
test and consolidate existing knowledge, some 
of which require further research to obtain 
the answer

✓ In order to prevent all groups from starting 
from the same question (therefore working at 
the same location at the same time), give 
them answer sheets with the Qs in a different 
order. 



TECHNOLOGY IS A TOOL, 
NOT A LEARNING 

OUTCOME





Don't be afraid of using technology in the 
classroom - embrace it, and make your classes 
more interactive and dynamic for your 
students. 



Thanks for your 
attention
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